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� Introduction

In Trace Theory� the communication behavior of a mechanism is speci�ed by means of a trace
structure� Parallel composition of such mechanisms is modeled by the weaving operator w

and hiding of actions �making them internal� is modeled by the projection operator �� Parallel
composition followed by internalization of the communication channels between two mecha�
nisms is modeled by the blending operator b� It is a combination of weaving and projection
on the external channels� The re�nement order� expressing when one mechanism is at least
as good as another� is modeled by the inclusion relation ��

In his dissertation �	
� Smedinga studies the following control problem �see p� ���� Given
trace structures P � Lmin� and Lmax� �nd trace structure R such that

Lmin � P bR � Lmax� ��

Lmin and Lmax delineate a desired behavior for a mechanism that is to be implemented
as the composition of a known mechanism P with some yet unknown controller R� When
Lmin � Lmax � L� we obtain the reduced control problem of �nding R such that

P bR � L� ���

In this note� we present a solution to the control problem� We also brie�y look into the case
that the trace structures are all required to be non�empty and pre�x�closed� We compare our
solution to that of Smedinga� Finally� we argue that Smedinga�s interpretation of an arbitrary
trace structure as a speci�cation for the communication behavior of a mechanism is not in
agreement with the intended interpretation of the weaving and projection operators and that
a better approach might be to use the failures model of CSP �
� This would also take care
of deadlock issues�
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� Preliminary Theory

In this section� we brie�y summarize the relevant parts of Trace Theory� For more details�
the reader is referred to ��
�

A trace structure is a pair hA� Si where A is a set of symbols and S is a set of traces
over A� that is� S � A�� A is called the alphabet and S the trace set of the trace structure�
For the time being we ignore the issue of interpreting a trace structure as specifying the
communication behavior of a mechanism� Selector functions a and t on trace structures are
de�ned by

T � haT� tT i�

Trace structure STOP is de�ned by

STOP � h�� f�gi�

where � is the empty trace �of length zero�� Inclusion relation � on trace structures is de�ned
by

T � U � aT � aU � tT � tU�

Weaving operator w on trace structures is de�ned by

T wU � haT � aU� ft � �aT � aU�� j t�aT � tT � t�aU � tUgi�

where t�A is the projection of trace t on alphabet A� that is� the trace obtained by removing
from t all symbols not in A� For alphabet A� projection operator �A on trace structures is
de�ned by

T�A � haT � A� ft�A j t � tTgi�

Blending operator b on trace structures is now de�ned by

T bU � �T wU���aT � aU��

Weaving and blending are commutative and ��monotonic� and have STOP as unit� Weaving
is associative in general and� if each symbol occurs in at most two of the alphabets of the
trace structures involved� then blending is also associative� Furthermore� we have

T bU � h���i � aT � aU � tT � tU � �� ���

Proof We derive

T bU � h���i

� f de�nition of b g

aT � aU � � � t�T wU���aT � aU� � �

� f set theory� property of �� tT�A � � � tT � � g

aT � aU � t�T wU� � �

� f property of w� aT � aU � t�T wU� � tT � tU g

aT � aU � T � U � �

�



Re�ection operator

We now de�ne a new unary operator on trace structures� called re�ection and denoted by v�
It is de�ned by

vT � haT� �aT �� r tT i�

It satis�es a number of interesting and useful properties� For instance� re�ection reverses the
inclusion order�

T � U � vU � vT� �	�

Re�ection is its own inverse�

vvT � T� ���

Re�ecting STOP � the unit of weaving and blending� yields the empty trace structure�

vSTOP � h���i�

The following property expresses a fundamental relationship between the inclusion order�
re�ection� and blending�

T � U � T bvU � h���i� ���

Proof We derive

T � U

� f de�nition of � g

aT � aU � tT � tU

� f set theory g

aT � aU � tT � ��aU�� r tU� � �

� f de�nition of v g

aT � a�vU� � tT � t�vU� � �

� f ��� g

T bvU � h���i

Finally� we arrive at the most important property� which can be interpreted as a factor�

ization formula�

T bU � V � T � v�U bvV �� ���

Proof We derive

T bU � V

� f ���� de�nition of b g

�T bU�bvV � h���i � aT � aU � aV

� f b associative because aT � aU � a�vV � � � g

T b�U bvV � � h���i � aT � aU � aV

� f ���� set theory g

T bvv�U bvV � � h���i � aT � aU � aV

� f ���� de�nition of b g

T � v�U bvV �

�



� Solutions to the Control Problem

We now consider the control problem �� again� We claim that it has a solution if and only if

Lmin � P bv�P bvLmax�� ���

Furthermore� if it is solvable then v�P bvLmax� is the ��greatest solution�

Proof We derive ��� as solvability condition�

�	R �� Lmin � P bR � Lmax�

� f ���� using commutativity of b g

�	R �� Lmin � P bR � R � v�P bvLmax��

� f �� b is ��monotonic� 
� take R �� v�P bvLmax� g

Lmin � P bv�P bvLmax�

The greatest solution�if there exists one�is now also obvious�

The solvability condition can be e�ectively computed for regular �i�e�� �nite state� trace
structures� because all operators involved� including re�ection� are e�ectively computable� for
example� in terms of state graphs�

In Trace Theory� only non�empty pre�x�closed trace structures� i�e�� T such that

tT �� � � �� s� t � st � tT � s � tT ��

are used to specify the communication behavior of mechanisms� These trace structures are
called processes�

For processes P and L� in general� v�P bvL� need not be a process� Consider� for
example�

L � hfag� f�gi�

P � hfa� xg� f�� agi�

Then we have

vL � hfag� fan j n � �gi�

P bvL � hfxg� fa�fxggi � hfxg� f�gi�

v�P bvL� � hfxg� fxn j n � �gi�

The latter is not pre�x�closed� In this case� because it does not contain �� there is no solution
to the reduced control problem ��� for P and L in terms of processes�

The pre�x�interior of trace structure T � denoted T �� is de�ned by

T � � haT� ft � tT j �� s � s � t � s � tT �gi�

where s � t expresses that s is a pre�x of t� T � is the ��greatest pre�x�closed trace structure
contained in T � It is e�ectively computable for regular trace structures� We now obviously
have that the control problem �� is solvable for pre�x�closed�but possibly empty� R if and
only if

Lmin � P bT�

where T � �v�P bvLmax��
�� Furthermore� T is the ��greatest pre�x�closed solution� if one

exists� If T is empty� i�e�� tT � �� then the control problem is not solvable for processes R�

	



Smedinga�s solution method

Smedinga solves a restricted version of the control problem in �	� Ch� 	
� viz� by considering
only trace structures P and L such that aL � aP and R such that R � P��aP r aL�� Fur�
thermore� he expresses the solutions in terms of� what one might call� a relativized re�ection
operator �see pp� 	� and 	���

Rmax � �P bLmax� r �P b��P�aLmax� r Lmax���

where for trace structures T and U with aT � aU we de�ne the trace structure T rU � called
the re�ection of T relative to U � by

T r U � haT� tT r tUi�

Note that our re�ection operator can be expressed in terms of relativized re�ection by

vT � haT� �aT ��i r T�

Our re�ection operator is algebraically much nicer to deal with than Smedinga�s relativized
re�ection and it allows a straightforward treatment of the general control problem�

Deadlock

There is still the problem that solutions to the control problem may not be acceptable after
all� because of deadlock� We have not looked into this carefully� but employing the failures
model� as we will suggest in the next section� should also take care of this�

� Interpretation of Trace Structures as Speci�cations

In Trace Theory� process T � i�e�� a non�empty pre�x�closed trace structure� is interpreted as
speci�cation for the communication behavior of a mechanism in one of the following two ways�
Under both interpretations� the alphabet of T determines the set of communication ports of
the mechanism� through which interaction with the environment takes place� Furthermore�
the trace set of T consists of all possible communication histories�

In the �rst interpretation� this means that if ta � tT �and� hence� also t � tT � then the
process may �but need not� engage in a communication along channel a after t has taken
place� Actual occurrence of a after t may depend both on the environment and the �internal�
state of the process after t� On the other hand� if t � tT and ta �� tT � then communication
along a is blocked unconditionally after t� This is a very weak interpretation �as far as progress
is concerned�� but the intended meaning of weaving and projection agrees with it�

In the second interpretation� if ta � tT then the process is required to perform some

successor action b after t such that tb � tT � but not necessarily b � a �the actual choice of
successor may depend on the environment and the �internal� state of the process�� Again�
if t � tT and ta �� tT then communication along a after t is unconditionally blocked� Only
if t � tT and for no a � aT do we have ta � tT � is the process allowed to terminate�
This is a strong interpretation �as far as progress is concerned�� For weaving we now have
to consider the possibility of deadlock� where a process has a progress obligation which it
cannot meet because it is curtailed by its environment� This is not captured directly by the
weaving operator� Similarly� projection does not faithfully preserve this interpretation� In ��
�
the notions of lock and transparency were introduced to handle these problems� Also� the

�



inclusion relation no longer expresses re�nement and it is not possible to express all kinds of
non�determinism�

A more general model that treats deadlock and non�determinism is the failures model for
CSP �
� However� it does not admit a re�ection operator� unless the domain of processes is
extended� How this extension should be done is a subject for future research�

Smedinga�s interpretation

Smedinga�s interpretation of an arbitrary trace structure T as specifying the communication
behavior of a mechanism is as follows �cf� �	� p� ��
�� The alphabet determines the set of
communication ports �same as above� and the trace set determines the set of completed tasks�
i�e�� communication histories after which the process may become quiescent �fail to continue��
Hence� trace set inclusion indeed expresses re�nement� The trace structure with an empty
trace set� plays the role of a miracle because it has no failures �does not become quiescent�
and nevertheless engages in no communications� It re�nes every trace structure� For these
reasons it is excluded in �	
�

Smedinga�s interpretation is problematic� at least when dealing with synchronous �rendez�
vous type� interaction� �For a consistent interpretation along these lines in an asynchronous
setting see ��
�� For instance� the weaving operator su�ers from the following de�ciency�
Consider trace structures T and U de�ned by

T � hfa� bg� f�ab�n j n � gi�

U � hfa� bg� fa�ba�n j n � gi�

Because all traces in T are of even length and all traces in U are of odd length� we then have

T wU � hfa� bg��i�

However� we would expect the parallel composition to yield a trace structure that describes
a mechanism alternately engaging in a and b actions �starting with a� and never becoming
quiescent� This de�ciency can be overcome by allowing in�nite traces in the trace sets� Both
tT and tU could be extended with �ab��� in which case their weave would also contain this
trace and thus be non�empty as expected�

The projection operator is also problematic as the following example shows� Consider
trace structure T de�ned by

T � hfa� b� x� yg� fax� bygi�

Then we have

T�fx� yg � hfx� yg� fx� ygi�

but from an operational point of view the trace � is �partially� quiescent in the projected
trace structure� because T could �internally� choose to do b� thereby blocking communication
along x� Consider as environment the trace structure U de�ned by

U � hfx� yg� fxgi�

Then we would have

T wU � hfa� b� x� yg� faxgi�

�



which expresses that initial action b is to be blocked and this implies backtracking if action b is
actually internal to T � To capture �partial� quiescence precisely� something along the lines of
refusal sets as in the failures model are required� or one should consider asynchronous instead
of synchronous interaction�

Implications

In my opinion� the control problem should be expressed as� Given P and L �nd R such that

P bR � L� ���

The additional requirement imposed by ��� viz� Lmin � P bR� is a no more than clumsy
way to exclude some solutions that�although correct under the weak interpretation�are
not desirable under a stronger interpretation� �Bare� trace structures� however� are not a
suitable model for these stronger interpretations anyway� Using an extended model�for
example� the failures model or the receptive processes model�will overcome this problem
and will give rise to a formulation similar in form to ����

� Conclusion

In this note� we have formulated a control problem using the terminology of Trace Theory� An
elegant solution to this control problem has been presented with the aid of a newly de�ned
re�ection operator� Finally� we have analyzed some interpretations of trace structures as
speci�cations and we have criticized the formulation of the control problem� This has lead
us to suggest further research on the analogous control problem in the failures model of CSP
and the receptive processes model� which requires a suitable extension of the process domains
involved�
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